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CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 4

Antenna Design

Software


Pierre Cornelis, ON7PC, 
an electronic engineer by 
education, has worked in 
several engineering jobs 
for the Belgian National TV 
and broadcasting com
pany. He specialized in 
microwaves and is very 
familiar with antennas, 
both professionally and as 
an amateur. Pierre has 
lectured on antennas and antenna modeling before 
many radio clubs. He was an ideal partner for proof
reading and counseling on these subjects. I thank 
my friend Pierre for his help and friendship. 

When I talk at radio clubs, I usually ask how many in 
attendance have a PC and how many have Internet. In 2003 the 
answer is somewhere around 95%. The PC and the Internet 
connection have both become very important tools for the 
active radio amateur. 

Most of us can hardly imagine what our daily life, what 
our hobby would be like, without our PC or the Internet. One 
of the few constants we see is change, and the increase of the 
rate of change! What today is state-of-the-art is outdated 
tomorrow. 

For hams, computers are not only an excellent tool to 
gather information via Web sites, they are used for 
administrative tasks (logbooks, contests-logging, etc). In this 
chapter we’ll look at how they can be used as design tools for 
circuits and antennas. 

1. ANTENNA-MODELING PROGRAMS 
Until not too long ago, predicting antenna performance 

was more a black art than a scientific or engineering activity, 
especially in Amateur Radio circles. Building full-size models 
or scale models and testing them on wide-open test sites were 
out of reach of most amateurs. This was when some of the old 
myths were born and the rat race for decibels was started. 

What is modeling? It is evaluating the performance of a 
system that is governed by the laws of physics using a model. 
This may be a physical model (such as a scale model) or a 
mathematical model. Antenna-modeling programs are 
computer programs that via mathematics calculate and predict 
the performance (electrical, mechanical) of an antenna. 
Modeling is done in all branches of science. Modeling always 
has its limitations, partly because the model that we have to 
describe (enter into the program) can almost never be described 
in the same detail as the real thing (and especially its 
environment), and partly because of numerical limitations in 
the calculating code used. The final limitation is the operator, 
who enters the data and who interprets the results. In all cases 
a good deal of knowledge and experience in the field of 
antennas is required in order to draw the correct conclusions 
and take the right decisions during the process of modeling. 
Why do we want to model antennas? 

•	 To understand how antennas work. 
•	 To verify designs from literature. 
•	 To optimize a design for your particular needs (frequency, 

height, application). 
•	 To create a new design. 

One of the first Yagi-modeling programs reported in the 
literature was written in 1965 by I. L. Morris for his PhD 
dissertation at Harvard University. Others (Mailloux, Thiele, 
Cheng and Cheng) have elaborated on this program to perform 
further analysis and optimization. Such a program was used 
by Hillenbrand, N2FB, to optimize Yagis. This program was 
later adapted for use on the IBM PC by Michaelis, N8TR (ex-
N8ATR), and for Windows by Straw, N6BV. All the modeling 
programs described below are Windows based, except ELNEC, 
which is DOS based. 

1.1. How Modeling Works 
In an antenna model you must define the geometry of the 

antenna (all conductors, the feed points, the loads if any) as 
well as the environment in which the antenna works (free 
space, over perfect ground, over real ground, antenna height, 
etc). The basic concept is you need to describe all elements of 
the antenna (called wires in this context) by giving their X, Y 
and Z coordinates. 
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Once you have described all the elements (conductors, 
wires) geometrically, they will be split up into short segments. 
During modeling, the HF current in each segment is evaluated. 
The program calculates the self impedance and the mutual 
impedances for each of the segments. Then it computes the 
field created by the contribution from each segment. (I explain 
what mutual impedance is in Chapter 11 covering arrays.) 
Modeling can be done in free space, over perfect ground or 
over real ground. 

This section of the book is not meant to be a tutorial on 
how to model. But it is hard to conceive that a serious 
lowbander would not, sooner or later, get involved in antenna 
modeling. After all, the low bands are the bands where we can 
still do a lot of home-antenna building and designing. That’s 
what makes the low band so attractive to many. 

You can learn the art of modeling by cut and try. The 
EZNEC manual is an excellent course by itself. If you are even 
more serious about it, have a look at the ARRL Antenna 
Modeling Course  (www.arrl.org/catalog/?item=8721 and 
www.arrl.org/cce/courses.html) and at the website of L.B. 
Cebik, W4RNL, at www.cebik.com/. 

AC6LA’s excellent website (www.qsl.net/ac6la/ 
antmodaids.html) has an abundance of interesting infor
mation about antenna modeling. A free ARRL Antenna 
Modeling Course Aids file listing details about the chapters 
and the large number of models used in the course can be 
downloaded from www.qsl.net/ac6la/CourseAids.zip. 

Specific modeling issues, such as the required segment 
length, the segment length tapering technique, etc, are also 
covered in specific antenna chapters in this book (Verticals, 
Dipoles, Yagis and Quads) where relevant. 

1.2. MININEC-Based Programs 
MININEC (Mini Numerical Electromagnetic Code) was 

developed at the NOSC (Naval Ocean Systems Center) in San 
Diego by J. C. Logan and J. W. Rockway. The original 
MININEC was not a user-friendly program. Several people 
wrote pre- and post-processing programs to make MININEC 
(now at version 3.13) more user-friendly, in which the 
MININEC code is used as the core. For general antenna 
analysis that does not press its well-known limitations, 
MININEC is a highly competent code. It handles elements of 
changing diameter directly, and with segment-length tapering, 
can accurately model a wide range of antenna geometries. 

1.2.1. MININEC limitations 
The major limitation concerns calculations over real 

ground, which is limited to modeling far-field patterns. In the 
near field, MININEC assumes a perfectly conducting ground. 
Some of the consequences of this are that you cannot use 
MININEC to calculate the influence of radials on the feed
point impedance of a ground-mounted vertical. A quarter
wave vertical will yield a 36-Ω impedance over any type of 
ground. In reality the ground and the radials in the near field 
are important for collecting the return currents. This will 
influence the feed-point impedance and the efficiency of the 
antenna due to “lost return currents” in a poor ground. Radials 
can be specified with MININEC, but they will influence only 
low-angle reflection and attenuation in the far field. See 
Chapters 8 and 9 on dipole antennas and vertical antennas for 
details. 

Further, MININEC reports the gain and the feed-point 
impedance of horizontally polarized antennas at low heights 
incorrectly. This is for horizontal antennas less than 0.25 
wavelength above ground. For larger antennas the minimum 
height may be higher. At low heights the reported gain will be 
too high and the feed-point impedance too low. The shape of 
the radiation patterns will remain correct, however. 

We thus are handicapped using MININEC on the low 
bands, where we often model antennas that are electrically 
close to the ground. For modeling antennas such as Yagis on 
higher-frequency bands, this is unlikely to be a problem 
because they are mounted higher than 1/4 λ above ground. 
MININEC has other modeling problems with quads, which are 
detailed in the Chapter on Yagis and Quads. 

In MININEC wires that are thicker than 0.001 λ may not 
be modeled accurately due to computational approximations 
in the code. While low-band antennas will not be affected, 
this limitation may be encountered when working on antennas 
for 10 meters and higher. These and other limitations are 
very well covered by R. Lewallen in “MININEC: The Other 
Edge of the Sword” (Ref 678) and on L.B. Cebik’s (W4RNL) 
excellent Web site. 

ELNEC (www.eznec.com/) is a DOS modeling program 
by Roy Lewallen, W7EL, based on MININEC. Note that 
W7EL doesn’t actively market ELNEC any more. 

ANTENNA MODEL  (from Teri Software, www. 
antennamodel.com/) is a full-featured Windows version of 
MININEC 3.13. The core has virtually unlimited segment 
capacity for segments and uses improved algorithms to 
overcome many MININEC difficulties, fixing errors due to 
increasing frequency, angular junctions, wire junctions less 
than 28º and wires spaced closer than 0.23 λ. The program 
offers both 2D and 3D patterns and a variety of supplemental 
calculating features. 

NEC4WIN95  (www.orionmicro.com/) is a Windows 
95/98/NT 32-bit version of MININEC, using spreadsheet 
input page and pull-down boxes for other antenna parameters. 
3D patterns are provided, as well as optimization routines. 
The user can vary the height of the antenna without invoking 
a complete recalculation of the matrix for faster results. There 
is a built-in loop correction feature allowing accurate modeling 
of square-loop antennas. The VM (virtual memory) version of 
the program permits almost unlimited numbers of segments in 
a model. L.B. Cebik, W4RNL, did an in-depth review: at 
www.antennex.com/preview/Folder01/NEC4/n4w.htm. 

MMANA (by JE3HHT) is available as freeware from 
VK5KC’s MMHamsoft website (www.qsl.net/mmhamsoft/). 
Based upon the MININEC 3.13 core, the program offers a 
large segment (pulse) capacity and other advanced features, 
such as segment-length tapering, optimizing and network 
calculation, but it lacks some basic features, such as assigning 
a user-specified material conductivity or resistivity to the 
model wires, frequency compensation or close-wire 
compensation. 

1.3. Programs Using the NEC-2 Core 
NEC is the full-fledged brother of MININEC, which 

means that NEC also employs the method-of-moments to 
model antennas. The original versions ran on mainframe 
computers only, and were accessible to professionals only. 
They had a very unfriendly user interface. In the last decade, 
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however, a number of user-friendly NEC-based programs 
have been developed. 

NEC-2, which is in the public domain, can model real 
ground in the near and fields. It does away with most of the 
limitations described above for MININEC. It can model 
antennas quite close to the ground, as well as radials above and 
even on the ground. (It cannot handle buried radials though.) 
NEC-2 uses the Sommerfeld-Norton high-accuracy ground 
model to model horizontal wires close to the earth. One 
notable limitation of NEC-2, compared to MININEC, is its 
inability to model stepped-diameter wires (such as tapered 
Yagi elements, although this shortcoming has been overcome 
by some software providers using the NEC-2 core. This 
problem has also been corrected in the newest version 
NEC-4, which also has the ability to model wires in the 
ground. I have frequently used NEC to model antennas where 
the limitation of MININEC would have made the results 
unreliable. I will review specific modeling issues when 
discussing those antennas (eg, Beverages, low Delta Loops, 
elevated radials, etc). 

EZNEC Version 3 (www.eznec.com/) is written by Roy 
Lewallen, W7EL, who has been writing well-received modeling 
software for a long time. EZNEC offers 3D plots, 2D slicing, 
ground-wave output, direct entry for trap as well as for series 
and parallel R-L-C loads, stepped-diameter correction, and 
numerous short cuts for antenna-geometry modification. 
Standard EZNEC Version 3 is restricted to 500 segments, 
while the EZNEC Pro version handles much larger arrays. Fig 
4-1 shows the “View Antenna” screen of a model representing 
300-meter long Beverage antenna for 160 meters. This model 
uses two quarter-wave in-line terminations at each end (see 
Chapter 7). 

NEC-Win Plus by Nittany Scientific (www.nittany
scientific.com/) is another popular Windows version of 
NEC-2 that features spreadsheet-type input pages with design
by-equation capabilities. The program also offers stepped
diameter corrections. It provides 2D and 3D plots and antenna 
views and graphical outputs. NEC-Win Pro is the high-end 
versions of NEC-Win Plus. I have been told that the newest 

Fig 4-1—‘View Antenna” screen in the EZNEC 3 
program of a model representing a 300-meter long 
Beverage for 160 meters, using 2 quarter-wave in-line 
terminations at each end. 

version (due end 2003) will include optimizing algorithms. 
Antenna Solver (www.gsolver.com/) uses NEC-2 Fortran 

translated into C++, with dynamic array allocation. The user 
interface, graphical editing features and data display 
capabilities allow analysis of antenna patterns for near, far and 
ground-wave fields, as well as currents and charge densities. 
A full-featured version of the program can be downloaded in 
the Demo mode for 30-day use, after which the purchase of a 
password will be needed to permanently enable the program. 

The program 4nec2 by Arie (4nec2@gmx.net/) is another 
user-friendly shell wrapped around the standard NEC-2 
computing engine The 4nec2 package contains all the software 
to specify, calculate, evaluate and optimize your antenna 
system(for a single frequency or a band of frequencies). It is 
capable of modeling NEC-2 files up to 11,000 segments. It 
also includes a Smith-chart display with integrated line-length 
calculator. A geometry-builder is included in the package. 
Best of all, it is freeware available at: www.qsl.net/wb6tpu/ 
swindex.html. 

Dimitry Fedorov, UA3AVR, (ua3avr@au.ru) wrote 
NEC-2 for MMANA (v 1.4). With this utility you can enjoy 
all the benefits of the NEC-2 core while using modeling 
files created for MMANA. See www.qsl.net/wb6tpu/ 
swindex.html. 

1.4. Programs Using the NEC-4 Core 
The latest version of NEC is NEC-4, which overcomes 

most of the shortcomings with earlier NEC-2 codes. NEC-4 
permits modeling of underground radial systems, elements 
of varying diameter sections, close-spaced parallel wires, as 
well as all the modeling capabilities of earlier versions of the 
code. While NEC-2 is public-domain software, the copyright 
for NEC-4 is held by Lawrence Livermore National Labs 
(www.llnl.gov/) and you must obtain a license to use either 
NEC-4 or any of the other software packages that use the 
NEC-4 core. The license at the time of writing is approx 
$800.00 and non-US citizens must apply for this license 
through their embassies. 

EZNEC Pro, by Roy Lewallen, W7EL, (www.eznec.com/) 
can be bought with an option for NEC-4, if the purchaser can show 
a license for NEC-4. EZNEC Pro is also available for NEC-2 (see 
above). EZNEC Pro imports and exports files in generic *.NEC 
format as well as *.EZ format. 

GNEC  (www.nittany-scientific.com/) is the NEC-4 
version of NEC-Win Plus. This program implements all or 
nearly all of the input “cards” of the complete NEC-4 input 
deck. Output capabilities include 3D, polar plots and many 
rectangular (X-Y) graphs, as well as a large array of tabular 
reports. The spreadsheet and dialogue box interface is similar 
to NEC-Win Pro. Here too a license for the NEC-4 core must 
be purchased separately. 

If you are going to use a NEC-based program you should 
consult “The Unofficial Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) 
Archives” at www.qsl.net/wb6tpu/swindex.html. 

1.5. MININEC or NEC? 
MININEC 3.13 shows its strength in the areas where 

NEC-2 displays weaknesses—Stepped-diameter wire models 
mainly. It must be said, however, that for a large class of 
modeling tasks both NEC and MININEC are equally capable. 
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1.6. Optimizing Programs. 
With a regular MININEC or NEC-based program, you 

will have to spend quite some time if you want to optimize 
a design for a given parameter (whether that is gain, F/B 
or maybe impedance or SWR bandwidth). For this kind 
of application optimizing programs can be quite helpful. 
YO (Yagi Optimizer) by B. Beezley, K6STI, was the first 
optimizing program around, but it works only for monoband 
Yagi antennas. YO can optimize for any of the above 
mentioned characteristics or any weighted combination of 
those parameters. AO (Antenna Optimizer) is a similar 
program, but it works for any type of antenna. Both are based 
on MININEC and are no longer available nor supported by 
the author. 

When using an optimizer you must be extremely cautious 
to keep an eye on all performance parameters, or to weigh 
different performance issues very carefully. Both YO and 
AO use what is called an “unconstrained local optimization.” 
This means that the computer begins adjusting the antenna 
for user-defined variables until a performance maximum is 
obtained. The danger here is that the computer might reach 
a local maximum, even though there may be a better solution 
that remains undiscovered because it is too far from the 
starting point. Additionally, the computer might run away 
and give false results that are not physically possible to 
construct. 

To date, the only optimization for NEC has been 
NEC-OPT, which was sold by Paragon Technologies. The 
software was very expensive and was purchased by only a 
few individuals and companies. Additionally the user 
interface was very difficult to use and could only be managed 
by a professional. Due to limited sales, this software is no 
longer sold. 

You should understand that an optimizing algorithm is 
just a program that works purely on figures. Real optimizing 
must, to a large degree, come from brain 
of the antenna designer. You must first 
have a very good idea about what the 
final antenna should look like. For 
example, you must want a 5-element Yagi 
and then let the optimizer adjust the 
element lengths and spacings to achieve 
some desired goals: You cannot just tell 
the computer to design a “good antenna” 
for 20 meters, for example! 

MultiNEC  (www.qsl.net/ac6la/ 
index.html) by AC6LA is listed here under 
optimizing programs because it can 
automate some repetitive steps in antenna 
modeling. You can start by building the 
model from scratch or by importing an 
existing model in one of several formats. 
Then you can run multiple test cases while 
letting the program make small changes to 
the model between runs. MultiNEC can be 
used by itself if you like, but it really shines 
when used in conjunction with an existing 
antenna modeling program. MultiNEC 
works with EZNEC 3, EZNEC-M Pro, 
EZNEC/4 Pro (NEC-4 version), NEC-Win 

Plus+, NEC-Win Pro, GNEC, Antenna Model (Teri Software), 
and 4nec2. I can import and use the data files from any of these 
programs and you can subsequently run these files on any 
(other) program listed above. 

4nec2 is a NEC-2 based program (freeware) that includes 
an optimization system for both a single frequency and a 
band of frequencies. 

2. THE ON4UN LOW-BAND SOFTWARE 
The nice thing about personal computers is that everyone 

can now handle the difficult mathematics pertaining to 
antennas and feed lines. All you need to do is understand the 
question… and the answers. The programs will do the hard 
mathematics for you and give you answers that you can 
understand. The theory of antennas and feed lines is not an 
easy subject. 

We have all been brought up to know how much is 
5 times 4. But nobody can tell off the top of his head how 
much 5 – j 3 times 12 + j 12 is. At least I cannot. When I 
started studying antennas and wanted not only to understand 
the theory, but also to be able to calculate things, I was 
immediately confronted with the problem of complex 
mathematics. While studying the subject I wrote a number of 
small computer programs to do complex-number calculations. 
They have since evolved to quite comprehensive engineering 
tools that should be part of the software library of every 
serious antenna builder. The software is on the CD in this 
book. 

The NEW LOW BAND SOFTWARE is based on the 
original “Low Band DXing Software” I wrote in the mid 
1980s, while preparing the original Low Band DXing book. 
The latest software (from the mid 1990s) is a very much 

Fig 4-2—Screen capture of the L-network module of the ON4UN NEW 
LOW BAND SOFTWARE. This module is used very extensively in 
Chapter 11 for arrays. All relevant data (Impedance, Current and 
Voltage) are shown in both Cartesian (a + jb) as well as polar 
coordinates (A∠∠∠∠∠b°). 
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enhanced and much more user friendly. I wrote it under DOS 
using Q-Basic and it runs well in a DOS box on modern 
machines, even operating under Windows XP. 

Each of the modules starts with a complete on-screen 
introduction, telling what the software is meant to do and 
how to use it. All propagation-related programs are integrated 
into a single module. There are many help screens in each of 
the modules. 

2.1. Propagation Software 
The propagation software module is covered in detail in 

Chapter 2. The module contains a low-band dedicated sunrise/ 
sunset program and a gray-line program, based on a 
comprehensive database containing coordinates for over 550 
locations, and which can be user changed or updated. The 
database can contain up to 750 locations. 

2.2. Mutual Impedance and Driving 
Impedance 

From a number of impedance measurements you can 
calculate the mutual impedance and eventually, knowing the 
antenna currents (magnitude and phase), you can calculate the 
driving impedance of each element of an array with up to 4 
elements. 

2.3. Coax Transformer/Smith Chart 
The original software covered only ideal (lossless) cables. 

Now there are two versions of the program: for lossless cables 
and for real cables with losses. The real cable program will tell 
you everything about a feed line. You can analyze the feed line 
as seen from the generator (transmitter) or from the load 
(antenna). Impedance, voltage and currents are shown in both 
rectangular coordinates (real and imaginary parts) or in polar 
coordinates (magnitude and phase angle). You will see the Z, 
I and E values at the end of the line, the SWR (at the load and 
at the generator), as well as the loss—divided into cable loss 
and SWR loss. 

A number of “classic” coaxial feed lines with their 
transmission parameters (impedance, loss) are part of the 
program, but you can specify your own cable as well. Try a 
200-foot RG-58 feed line on 28 MHz with a 2:1 SWR and 
compare it to a 3/4-inch Hardline with the same length and 
SWR, and find out for yourself that a “big” coax is not 
necessarily there just for power reasons. It makes no sense 
throwing away 2 or 3 dB of signal if you have spent a lot of 
effort building a top performance antenna. If you are going to 
design your own array, you will probably use this software 
module more than any other. 

2.4. Impedance, Current and Voltage 
Along Feed Lines 

Again, there are two versions of each module: loss-free 
and “real” cable. 

2.4.1. Z, I and E listings 
A coaxial cable, when not operated as a “flat” line (that 

is, it has an SWR greater than 1:1) acts as a transformer: The 
impedance, current and voltage are different at each point 
along the cable. You enter the feed-line data (impedance, 
attenuation data), the load data (impedance and current or 
voltage), and the program will display Z, I and E at any point 

of the cable. 

2.4.2. Simultaneous voltage listing along 
feed lines 

This module was written especially as a help for designing 
a KB8I (now K3LC) feed system for driven arrays. The 
program lists the voltage along feed lines, allowing the user to 
find points on the feed lines of individual array elements 
where the voltages are identical. These are the points where 
the feed lines can be connected in parallel (see Chapter 11 on 
arrays). This program is also helpful to see how high the 
voltage really rises on your feed line with a 4.5:1 SWR, for 
example. 

2.5. Two- and Four-Element Vertical 
Arrays 

These modules take you step-by-step through the theory 
and practical realization of a 2-element (cardioid) or 
4-element (4-square) array, using the W7EL feed system. 
This tutorial and engineering program uses graphic displays 
to show the layout of the antenna with all the relevant 
electrical data. This unique module is extremely valuable if 
you want to understand arrays and if you want to build your 
own array with a feed system that really works. 

2.6. The L Network 
The L network is the most widely used matching network 

for matching feed lines and antennas. The module gives you 
all the L-network solutions for a given matching problem. The 
software also displays voltage and current at the input and 
output of the network, which can be valuable to assess 
component ratings in the network. 

2.7. Series/Shunt Input L-Network 
Iteration 

This module was written especially for use in the K2BT 
array-matching system, where L networks are used to provide 
a desired voltage magnitude at the input of the network, given 

Fig 4-3—John, K9DX, using the SHUNT/SERIES 
impedance network module for designing the feed 
system of his 9-circle array (see Chapter 11). 
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an output impedance and output voltage. See Chapter 11 on 
phased arrays for details. 

2.8. Shunt/Series Impedance Network 
This is a simplified form of the L network, where a 

perfect match can be obtained with only a series or a shunt 
reactive element. It is also used in the modified Lewallen 
phase-adjusting network with arrays that are not quadrature 
fed (see Chapter 11 on vertical arrays). 

2.9. Line Stretcher (Pi and T) 
Line stretchers are constant-impedance transformers that 

provide a desired voltage phase shift. These networks are used 
in specific array feed systems (modified Lewallen method) to 
provide the required phase delay. See Chapter 11 on vertical 
arrays for details. 

2.10. Stub Matching 
Stub matching is a very attractive method of feed-line 

matching. This module facilitates matching a feed line to a 
load using a single stub placed along the transmission line. 
It is very handy for making a stub-matching system with an 
open-wire line feeding a high-impedance load (2000 to 5000 
Ω). 

2.11. Parallel Impedances (T Junction) 
This module calculates the impedance resulting from 

connecting in parallel a number of impedances—Do you 
really want to calculate on your calculator what 21 – j 34 and 
78 + j 34 ohms are in parallel? 

2.12. SWR Value and SWR Iteration 
2.12.1. SWR value 

This calculates the SWR (for example, the SWR for a 
load of 34 – j 12 Ω on a 75-Ω line). The mathematics are not 
complicated, but it’s so much faster with the program (and 
error free!). 

2.12.2. SWR iteration 
This module was especially developed for use when 

designing a W1FC feed system for an array (using a hybrid 
coupler). See Chapter 11 on arrays for details. 

2.13. Radiation Angle for Horizontal 
Antennas 

This module calculates and displays the vertical radiation 
pattern of single or stacked antennas (fed in phase). 

2.14. Coil Calculation 
With this module you can calculate single-layer coils and 

toroidal coils. It works in both directions (coil data from 
required inductance, or inductance from coil data). 

2.15. Gamma-Omega and Hairpin 
Matching 

This is a simplified version of one of the modules of the 
YAGI DESIGN software (see information later in this chapter). 
Given the impedance of a Yagi and the diameter of the driven 
element (in the center), you can design and prune a gamma or 
omega or hairpin matches and see the results as if you were 
standing on a tower doing all the pruning and tweaking. 

2.16. Element Taper 
Antennas made of elements with tapering diameters 

show a different electrical length than if the element diameters 
had a constant diameter. This module calculates the electrical 
length of an element (quarter-wave vertical or half-wave 
dipole) made of sections with a tapering diameter. A modified 
W2PV tapering algorithm is used. 

The NEW LOW BAND SOFTWARE is available from 
the author. See order form and details in the back of this book. 

3. THE ON4UN YAGI DESIGN 
SOFTWARE 

Like the NEW LOW BAND SOFTWARE, these programs 
were written under DOS using Q-Basic, and have not been 
changed for well over 10 years, with the exception of correcting 
2 errors in two specific modules. The software runs well in a 
DOS box on a computer running the latest version of Windows, 
Windows XP. The Yagi software is on the CD. 

Together with Roger Vermet, ON6WU, I have written a 
number of software programs dealing with both the electrical 
and the mechanical design of monoband Yagis. These programs 
were used for the Yagi designs presented in Chapter 13. 

The 3-element 40-meter Yagi that I have been using 
since 1989, as well as all my other HF band Yagis, were 
designed using the YAGI DESIGN software. The 40-meter 
Yagi was instrumental in setting two all-time 40-meter 
European records in the 1992 ARRL CW and Phone contests. 
KS9K (now K4JA), before moving East from one of the top 
US Midwest contest stations, has been using designs from this 
software program for his entire antenna farm. 

YAGI DESIGN is a multifunctional software package 
that takes the user through all the aspects of Yagi designing 
(mechanical as well as electrical). It is not a modeling program, 
but is based on a comprehensive database containing all the 
dimensional and performance data for 100 different HF Yagis 
(2 to 6 elements). The database contains approximately 20 
“classic” reference designs by W6SAI, W2PV, N2FB, etc, but 
the majority are newly designed Yagis. Most of the new 
designs were verified by either modeling them on a scale 
frequency (72 MHz) or by making full-size HF-band models. 

The YAGI DESIGN database has a Yagi for every 
application: From low to high-Q, contest, CW only, SSB only, 
narrow band, wide band, gain optimized, F/B optimized, etc. 
One of the software modules also allows you to create text 
(ASCII) input files for the MN, AO and YO modeling programs. 
This allows you to further change and manipulate any of the 
designs from the system database. 

The mechanical design modules are based on the latest 
issue of the EIA/TIA-222-E standard, which is a much upgraded 
version of the older, well known EIA RS-222-C specification. 
The cross-flow principle is used to determine the effect of 
wind on a Yagi. 

YAGI DESIGN consists of several modules, which are 
briefly described. Each time you leave a module, you can save 
the results in a work file that you can recall from any other 
module. You can also view the contents of the work file at any 
time, using the VIEW DATA FILES module. 

3.1. The Analyze Module 
Unless you are very familiar with the content of the 

database, it might take you a long time to browse through all 
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the performance and dimensional data to choose a Yagi design. 
The main-menu option print database prints out the content of 
the entire database, either in a tabular format (only the key 
characteristics) or it can generate a full-blown data sheet for 
all the Yagis (with two designs per printed page. This represents 
a little booklet of 50 pages). 

In the ANALYZE module you can specify some key 
characteristics, such as boom length (expressed in either 
wavelengths, feet or meters), minimum gain, minimum F/B, 
maximum Q factor, etc. The software will automatically select 
the designs that meet your criteria. 

3.2. Generic Dimensions 
Select the SELECT DESIGN module. After having 

chosen a proper design from the system database, the screen 
will display all the data relevant to this design—gain, F/B, 
impedance, etc, at the design frequency and 6 other 
frequencies spread up to ±1.5% of the design frequency. 

You must now enter the design frequency (such as, 
14.2 MHz). The screen now displays all the generic 
dimensions of the Yagi for the chosen design frequency. 
“Generic” means that the element lengths given in inches as 
well as centimeters are valid for an element diameter-to
wavelength ratio of 0.0010527. These are not the dimensions 
we will actually use to construct the Yagi, since the element 
will be made of tapered sections. The screen display also 
shows the amount of reactance that the driven element 
exhibits at the design frequency. The element positions 
along the boom are those that will be used in the final 
physical design. 

3.3. Element Strength 
Before we calculate the actual lengths of Yagi elements 

with tapering sections, we must first see which taper we might 
use. What are the required diameters and taper schedule that 
will provide the required strength at minimal cost, weight and 
element sag? 

The ELEMENT STRENGTH module helps you build 
elements of the required strength at the minimum weight. Up 
to 9 sections of varying diameters can be specified (that’s 
enough sections even for an 80-meter Yagi). Given the lengths 
(and overlap) of the different sections and the wall thickness 
entered from the keyboard, the program calculates the bending 
moments at the critical point of every section. The module lets 
you specify wind speeds and ice loading as well as a vibration
suppression internal rope and several types of aluminum 
material. 

3.4. Element Taper 
It’s time now to calculate the exact length of the tapered 

elements. We follow the taper schedule we obtained with the 
ELEMENT STRENGTH module. An improved version of the 
well-known W2PV algorithm is used to calculate the exact 
length. A wide range of boom-to-element clamps (flat, square, 
L, rectangular, etc) can be specified. These clamps influence 
the eventual length of the tapered elements. 

3.5. Mechanical Yagi Balance 
This mechanical design module performs the following 

tasks. 

3.5.1 Boom strength 
This calculates the required boom diameter and wall 

thickness. An external sleeve (or internal coupler) can be 
defined to strengthen the central part of the boom. If the boom 
is split in the center, the sleeve or the coupler will have to take 
the entire bending moment. Material stresses at the boom-to
mast plate are displayed. Any of the dimensional inputs can be 
changed from the keyboard, resulting in an instantaneous 
display of the changed stress values. 

3.5.2 Weight balance 
Many of the newer computer-optimized Yagis have non

constant element spacing, and hence the weight is not 
distributed evenly along the two boom halves. The WEIGHT 
BALANCE module shifts the mast plate (attachment point) on 
the boom until a perfect weight balance is achieved. It is nice 
to have a weight-balanced Yagi when laboring to mount it on 
the mast! 

3.5.3 Yagi wind load 
This program calculates the angle at which the wind area 

and wind load are largest. In most literature the wind area and 
wind load are specified for a wind angle of 45º (wind blowing 
at a 0º angle blows along the boom; at 90º it blows right onto 
the boom). This is incorrect, because the largest wind load 
always occurs either with the boom broadside to the wind or 
with the elements broadside to the wind. With large low-band 
antennas, it is likely that the elements broadside to the wind 
produces the largest wind area. With higher-frequency long
boom Yagis having many elements (eg, a 5- or 6-element 10
or 15-meter Yagi), the boom is likely to produce more thrust 
than the elements. The wind load is calculated in increments 
of 5º, given a user-specified wind speed. 

3.5.4. Torque balancing 
Torque balance ensures that the wind does not induce any 

undue torque on the mast. This can only be achieved by a 
symmetrical boom moment. When the boom-to-mast plate is 
not at the center of the boom, a “boom dummy” will have to 
be installed to compensate for the different wind area between 
the two boom halves. The program calculates the area and the 
position of the boom dummy, if required. 

3.6. Yagi Wind Area 
Specifying the wind area of a Yagi is often a subject of 

great confusion. Wind thrust is generated by the wind hitting 
a surface that is exposed to that wind. The force is the product 
of the dynamic wind pressure multiplied by the exposed area, 
and with a so-called drag coefficient, which is related to the 
shape of the exposed body. The “resistance” to wind of a flat 
body is obviously different from the resistance of a round
shaped body. This means that if we specify or calculate the 
wind area of a Yagi, we must always specify the equivalent 
wind area for a flat plate (which should be the standard) or if 
the area is simply the sum of the projected areas of all the 
elements (or the boom). In the former case we must use a drag 
coefficient of 2.0 according to the latest EIA/TIA-222-E 
standard, while for (long and slender) tubes a coefficient of 
1.2 is applicable. This means that for a Yagi consisting only of 
tubular elements, the flat-plate wind area will be 66.6% lower 
(2.0/1.2) than the round-element wind area. The WIND AREA 
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module calculates both the flat-plate wind area and the round
element wind area of a Yagi. 

3.7. Matching 
The software provides three widely used matching 

systems: gamma, omega and hairpin. When choosing the 
gamma or omega system, you will be asked to enter the 
antenna power, as the program will calculate the voltage 
across and current through the capacitor(s) used in the system. 
If no match can be found with a given element length and 
diameter as well as gamma (omega) rod diameter and spacing 
(eg, very low radiation resistance and not enough capacitive 
reactance), then the program allows you to change the physical 
dimensions of the components (diameter of rod and rod-to
element spacing in order to change the system step-up ratio) 
or to shorten the element length to introduce some capacitive 
feed-point reactance. In all cases a match will be found. 

With a hairpin match the procedure is even simpler. The 
program will tell you exactly how much you will have to shorten 
the driven element (from the length shown in the table under 
“generic dimensions”) and how long the hairpin should be. 

The program also computes the match for the matching 
components chosen over a total frequency range from ±1.5% 
of the design frequency, in 0.5% steps. These includes antenna 
impedance before matching, antenna impedance after matching 
and the SWR after matching. 

3.8. Optimize Gamma/Omega 
Maybe you would like to see if other dimensions (lengths, 

spacings, diameters) of your gamma (omega) system would 
result in more favorable matching-system components? Maybe 
you would like to “balance” the SWR curve? Most Yagis 
exhibit an asymmetric SWR curve, which means that the SWR 
rises faster above the design frequency than below. If you 
want to have the same SWR values on both band ends, it is 
obvious that the SWR cannot be 1:1 at the center frequency. 
The OPTIMIZE GAMMA/OMEGA module allows you to 
change any of the matching-system variables to see how the 
output impedance and the SWR change. You can also change 
from gamma to omega and vice versa. Changing the variables 
from the keyboard simulates tuning the Yagi in practice. The 
module is also very well suited for balancing the SWR over a 
given frequency range. 

3.9. Feed-Line Analysis 
When designing a Yagi, you must have a look at the feed 

line as well. It makes no sense to build an optimized long Yagi, 
where every inch of metal in the air contributes to gain (and F/ 
B) and then to throw half of the boom length away by using a 
mediocre, lossy feed line. 

The FEED LINE ANALYSIS module assesses the 
performance of the feed line when connected to the Yagi under 
design. The characteristics of the most current 50-Ω coaxial 
cables are part of the software (from RG-58 to 7/8-inch 
Hardline), but you may specify your own (exotic) cable as 
well. 

3.10. Rotating Mast Calculation 
A weak point in many Yagi installations is the rotating 

mast. The MAST module calculates the stresses in the rotating 
mast for a mast holding up to ten stacked antennas. 
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3.11. Utilities 
3.11.1. Make input files for YO, MN or AO 

The popular Yagi modeling programs YO (Yagi 
Optimizer), MN (MININEC) and AO (Antenna Optimizer) by 
Beezley (K6STI) require input text files. The YAGI DESIGN 
software package contains a program, FILE.EXE, that 
automatically creates a text input file in the correct format for 
YO, MN or AO. 

In the case of MN you can also specify a stack of two 
antennas that are identical (and fed in phase), or different (eg, 
a 15-meter and a 10-meter Yagi). In this way you can model 
any of the 100 designs of the database in either YO or MN 
without having to retype into text-input files where you’re 
bound to make typing errors. 

3.11.2. Your own database 
If you’d like to add your own designs, the software 

package has provided an empty database that can contain up 
to 100 records (Yagis). The OWNDATA module is used to 
enter all the dimensional and performance data in the database. 

The NEW YAGI DESIGN SOFTWARE is available 
from the author. See order form and details in the back of this 
book. 

4. PROFESSIONAL RF NETWORK 
DESIGNER BY KM5KG 

Grant Bingeman, KM5KG, is a professional broadcast
antenna engineer, who wrote a series of what we could call 
utility programs, similar to those in my software packages 
NEW LOW BAND SOFTWARE and YAGI DESIGN. These 
program can greatly ease some of the tedium of RF and 
antenna system design. Professional RF Network Designer is 
a versatile Windows program. 

There are two versions of the program, an amateur and a 
professional version. You can obtain either through antenneX 
(www.antennex.com/shopping.htm). A free trial version 

Fig 4-4—Opening screen of the Professional RF 
Networks Designer program by Grant Bingeman, 
KM5KG. 
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can be downloaded from www.antennex.com/Sshack/rfnw/ 
rfnw.html. The same website has a very complete description 
of the program, so there is no need to repeat it in this 
publication. 

With permission, I quote a short review by L.B. Cebik, 
W4RNL 

“The buttons on the main screen are color coded by groups 
of related calculation sets. On the left are component calculations. 
The individual entries are unusually complete. For example, the 
capacitor entry not only provides calculations for standard 
2-plate capacitors, but also concentric tubing capacitors as 
well. If you have never explored the relative frequency sensitivity 
of these two capacitor types, running some values over a large 
frequency span can be instructive. The middle of the upper-most 
row covers basic networks, while column 2 (counting from the 
left) provides entry into combiners and diplexers. The third 
column permits the user to custom design or analyze most forms 
of common transmission line configurations. The remaining 
columns below the top row provide an array of useful utilities, 

including Smith Chart analysis, Cartesian-to-polar (and back) 
conversions, and series/parallel tank circuit equivalencies 

The individual calculation sets do not limit themselves to 
ideal lossless cases, but include all standard loss calculations as 
part of each exercise. There are a few special features worth 
noting in individual modules. 

In all, Professional RF Network Designer is a very useful 
tool for anyone designing or analyzing RF and antenna system 
circuitry, whether professional or amateur. Indeed, it is about 
the best of such tools that I have so far had a chance to sample 
or own. I highly recommend it. More importantly, I highly 
recommend that every purchaser spend a good bit of time with 
the program, sampling not only what features are available, but 
as well how networks operate. It only takes a systematic variation 
of the input variables of any module to acquire an appreciation 
and reasonable expectation for network variations with changing 
conditions. After this self-education will emerge a host of 
applications that we might not have previously imagined possible” 
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